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In this paper we study the module structure of the locally free class group 
CZ(zCP,+l) of the cyclic p-group CDncl of order pn+l, p prime (compare earlier 
results [2, 3, 5, 6, 131). The standard involution c of CD,+, extends to ZC,,+, and 
acts on the class group and the kernel group D(ZC,,+1); it is useful to look at the 
symmetric and skew symmetric elements with respect to c. As modules, if (P) 
is the class in CZ(ZC,,+l) of a locally free module P, then (P)” is the inverse of the 
class of the contragredient module of P (see [4]). More generally, the whole 
automorphism group of CD,+, acts on the class group. For p odd, one then con- 
siders the eigenspaces %‘I (0 < i < p - 2) of thep-Sylow subgroup of the class 
group with respect to the action of the subgroup A of Aut C,,+, of order p - 1; 
these eigenspaces afford the A-decomposition. Further one defines a A= Z,[[T]]- 
module structure on each eigenspace. In particular the iD(ZCP,+,) contain a large 
cyclic A-submodule iv, . A generator of iTfn is given explicitly and the A-anni- 
hilator of iV, is determined for odd i. Similarly V, is completely determined if 
p = 2. 
In Sections 2,3 results from the theory of cyclotomic fields are applied to prove 
firstly that the restriction map CZ(ZC,,+l) + CZ(ZC,,) is surjective and the induc- 
tion map CZ(ZC,,)- + CZ(ZC,,+l)- is injective. Secondly we prove the map 
CZ(ZC,n+1) -+ CZ (maximal order of QC Pn+~ is not split for p a properly irregular ) 
prime, n 3 1. Finally a counterexample to an assertion of [5] is given, and as an 
example the p-Sylow subgroup of CZ(ZC, ) 2 is computed exactly for p < 30,000. 
1. A-MODULE STRUCTURE OF CLASS GROUPS 
Let p be a prime, G = C,,+, the cyclic group of order pn+l; for k 3 -1 set 
wk = primitivep7’+lth root of unity with wkl = wlc , rrL = 1 - wlc , Fk = Q(wk), 
S, = Z[W,], pR = (rk) for prime ideal of Sk above p and zlk the valuation of Fk 
corresponding to vk . Then QG = JJiz FIG , product over -1 < K < n, and the 
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maximal order %I2 = %RnlzT1 of QG is HS,, . Let f = conductor of 93 in 
component-wise f = (fk), where fvl = ~““2 and fk = p”-“y,S, , 0 < k < 2~ 
Let Ik = ideal group of S, consisting of ideals prime to p and P, = principai 
ideals of I, . We define the ray group 
The exact sequence of locally free class groups [ 161 
I+ D(ZG) + CZ(ZG) + CZ(%R) - 1 
can be w&en explicitly as 
product over -I < k < n, for a certain subgroup H, n I?( fJ C H C 
each p the canonical map b,: Ij - T]i 2;, + n 1,/H induces the homomorphism 
(1.2) 
ObviousIy the images (b,(l,)), generate CI(ZG) and {bk(P,)& generate D(ZG). 
It is known (e.g., [5]) im b-, is trivial and D(ZG) is a p-group [2]. Thus we may 
assume an element of CZ(ZG) is represented by [a, ,. ., a,], (xii E I, , and an 
element of D(ZG) by [(a,),..., (a,)], ak sFliZ, uk(uh - I) > 1. 
Elements of the automorphism group Aut G of G are extended to QG by 
linearity and tfiese extensions leave invariant each simple factor F, of 
f~ollows easily that the maps occurring in (1.1) and (I 2) are morphi 
ut G)-modules (note powers of pit are invariant -under all automorphisms of 
S;,). Assume p is odd: We introduce the notation for the A-decomposition of 
a module. Let ,4 C Aut G be the subgroup of order p - I and V = group of 
(p - 1)st roots of 1 in 2, . Then Vz B by v ‘--p. s(.u) where c?(V) = o”, 0 E G. 
For 0 < i < p - 2, define the idempotent ei E .Z,d by 
ei = -&c v-%(v), summation over 9 E V. 
For any Z&-module M (written multiplicative!y) set 
Tben i! = direct sum CFIi “M. Further define M+ = x:i iM sum over i even, 
and Ibl- = xi “M sum over i odd, so M = M+ x M-. If M is just an Abe?& 
group with involution c one can still set M+ = (m E IId: mc = %2>, YJ- = 
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(WZ c 32: mr = m-l>. Iwasawa and others have shown the d-decompositions 
associated to cyclotomic fields arc natural and interesting objects. Assume p does 
not divide the class number of the maximal real subfield of Q(PdT); then 
IqzG) = II( iff p is a regular prime [13]. 
The automorphism which sends o +F al--Y, p odd (resp. uw aj, p 7 2) for 
o c Ct,n+l induces an automorphism, say y of L)(ZC,, , ;) with y”“-‘ = 1, p odd 
(rcsp. yP”-’ = 1, p .- 2). 1,et A be the power series ring ZD,[[7’l]. ‘l’he p-group 
L)(ZC,,-,) becomes a A-module (always viewed in multiplicative sense) via the 
action of T ? = x7x l ) x E II(Z ;-I). 
F\Te detcrlr;ine completely in Sections I, 2 the A-module structure of the odd 
eigenspaccs i JV,, , p odd (rcsp. V’, , p = 2). By definition 
V,, = ker(q,: D(ZCl,n. ,) - D(ZC,,)), 71 ;2 0, 
where Y,~ is obtained from the canonical quotient map of C,,,..l onto C,,,& , and 
thus ZC,,,l onto ZC,,, . Since q,, is /l-linear, V, and iV, are A-modules. Let 
u(S) bc the unit group of a ring S. ‘The Mayer-Vietoris sequence [17] of the fiber 
square 
zcpn,, -- --+ %Cy” 
shows V,L - cok(u(,S;) x u(ZC,,,) + u(S,/p,S,)), so V,, is just the quotient of 
the ray class group I’,/H(p,S,) ofl;h, by the image of zl(ZC,,). We shall prove that 
all the iJ’ n , p odd (resp. V,L , p ~2 2) are cyclic A-modules. First there are two 
lemmas. 
(1.4) LEMYJA. Let X2 be a rector space over a field F with a basis x, ,..., xt , 
and for each natural number n let M[?z] be the subspace of M spanned by xk , for ull 
Iz 2: n. I,et T be un endomorphism of M such that Tx, = 0 and such that for each 
1 -:. 2 ,..., t there exists a, EF” satisJring Tx_, - a,xl c- %‘[I .- 11. Then x, , 
TX, , T%, ,..., 7” lx, is a basis of M. 
Forj 3: 1, let r!j be the group of units of ZD[pn” z/i] congruent to 1 modulo 
thcjth powver of the maximal ideal, and d C G(Q,(p”+’ Vi-)/Q,,) is the subgroup of 
order p I. 
(1.5) 123Ix~. View L:, us %,A-module. I,et a c L; G’,_ , , j :;: 1. For 
the idempotents ei c-’ Z$,A described above 
(7ij- Vj.,, 
“’ E 1 v,,, , 
i :jmodp- 1 
l.$jmodp- 1. 
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Pius i( U,) = z(Uf), where j is the smallest inteper pzot less than j and ~~~~y~e~~ 
tojmodp - 1. 
Proofs ‘I’he speciak case proved in [20, p. 461 contains the essential idea. 
(1.6) PRQPOSITIQN. Assume p odd and n 3 1. Let P be the maximal ideal of 
the r&g S,,/poS, , W the image of (CO,) in 1 + P. Let a? be the image of I - rKILj in 
1 + P/W and define g(0) = p - 1, g(l) = 2p - I, g(i) = i, 2 < i < p - 2. 
For each i, the A-module i(l + P/W) is cyclic with generator eiaatij . The generator 
is a~~~hi~ated by TT(n~i), where ~(n, i) = p+-lfor i # 1, Y(PZ, 1) = pnpl ~ I. 
(1.7) CORO+LAR~. For each i, iV, is a cyclic A-module with geneyatov the cEaJJ 
ofei (1 - 7@ ), and iV, is annihilated by TT!“*i). 
Proof. It follows from [17] that i V, is a quotient of i( 1 + Y/ FV> with equzhty 
for odd i. 
Remark. For p odd, Iwasawa’s determination [IO, ‘khm. 191 of the Gaiois 
module structure of the i( UJ by class field theory gives an alternative proof that 
iv% is cyclic. 
Proof of (1.6). Since clj2, = (c@, the ordered set of elements Xn(i) = 
(e,a$:j = i modp - 1, g(i) < j < pn, (p, j) = I> gener;rtes i(l + P/Wj. % 
srdering comes from the natural order on the subscripts j. A simple counting 
argument shows 
/ X&)1 =p+l - 1, 1 X,(i)1 = pnel for ifl. {L%> 
It follows from (1.5) that for each i the order of i(l + P) is pb ) b = 
(p* - I)/@ - 1). On the other hand th e order of ;(I + P/ ) is the product of 
the orders of the elements of X,(i). Hence X,(i) is a set of independent generators 
of yn + P/W). 
We now compute the action of T on the eiaj . A direct calculation shows for 
j > 1 and (p, j) = 1, n = z-n , that 
For /3 E 1 + P/W, denote by p” the result of raising /3 to any power prime to pi 
The symbol z has no numerical value. Now assume j E i mod p - 1. 
Let JJ = i(l + P/W) modpth powers and let (x1 ,~.., x,>, i = 1 Xn(;)ly be the 
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ordered set in N which is the image of the ordered set X,(i). Apply ei to (1.9) to 
obtain 
It follows that the hypotheses of Lemma 1.4 are satisfied. Thus M and hence 
V + VJ’-> (by N k Y a a ama’s lemma) is a cyclic rl-module with generator 
WV(i) - Finally note ~(n, i) = j X%(i)/ to complete the proof of the proposition. 
Proof. Let a9 = 1 + ,j E E, where E = 1 + P = unit group of the ring 
S,/2S, . Note E/W’& generated by the images of the 011 for jodd, 3 <j < 2% - 1. 
For y as above (i.e., WRY = wIL5) VY E 7~ -+ n”l(l + VT) mod 2. A direct calculation 
gives for j odd, j > 1 
(1 -+ Try- E (1 + Trj+s)(l + ?+) mod gcd of 2 and &f5. (1.11) 
We prove by induction on a that 
where Es = group of squares of E and j odd, j > 1. The case a = 1 is just 
(X.11) and the property ozsj = 01~~. Apply T to both sides of (l&12> and note 
(1 + P-i-@+z)T C (1 + P+*a+“) E2 to get 
5 ~+l E coset ~lj+~~+.~( 1 + pj+4a+e) E2, 
as claimed. From (1.12) with j = 3, 5 and varying a one finds that as and 01~ 
generate E/W as /f-module modulo E2, so they generate E/W. 
Note as is congruent mod 2 to w + w2 -/- w3 = ~(1 - OJ~)(I - w)-*, an 
element of u(&}. Since VB is the quotient of .E by units of S, and ZC,, , we have 
proved I?, is a cyclic n-module with generator the image of 1 - n,5 in V, . 
It follows from (1.11) that T2”-‘-l annihilates a5 . Q.E.D. 
The calculation of the precise n-annihilator of V, rests on a result on induction 
in the next section. 
2. INDUCTION AND RESTRICTION 
We consider induction and restriction maps between Cl(ZC,,) and Cl(.ZC&,), 
viewing C,, as a subgroup of C,,+, . It is known that induction and restriction 
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preserve D(ZG) [l, IS]. W e need the following basic results from cyclotomic 
Gelds. 
(2.1) PROPOSITION [lo]. (i) The “induction” mapping Cl(S,-,)- + CE(S,)-- 
is iqktivz JOY all n 3 1. Here the “minus” denotes the skew sy~nm~t~ic elements 
with respect to the invoZution of complex conjugation. 
(ii) The norm mapping CZ(S,) + Cl(S,-,) is swjective for all YZ > 1. 
The induction map is obtained from the inclusion QCtIn - QC,,,I In terms of 
simple components, i,: F, -PI+, , 0 < k < n - 1, and i_,: Q + Q x F0 on tPle 
diagonal. Also there are the usual norm maps iVk7r: IT,<, 1 + F, ) 0 < k < n - 1 1 
Q. In other words view QC,,+, as a QCP,&gebra. The 
composition Nk+, 0 i, is the p-power maps Write CZ(%C,,+,) as a quotient of 
1, x 11 x ... x I, and note that the maps i, and IV% induce maps of It , e.g., 
;,(a,) = akSI;~r for an ideal ok of S, . 
(2.2) ~~ROPOSITION [4, 151. (i) The induction map ind: Cl(%C,,) --j Ck(%CPm+.!) 
is given by 
ilr the notation introduced after (1.2). 
(ii) The restriction map res: CZ(ZC,,,1) + CI(%CP,) is given by the BOT 
CQ 0 ,‘*.f anI k-+ Wla, ,..., Ndbl, a, E 1% > N,a, E I,-, . 
Remark 1. Since ik and Nk commute with Aut(CPjn+~), both ind and res are 
4- and /l-linear mappings of class groups. 
emark 2. We have ind(Vnel) C V, , in fact ind ki,-, = (V,JpI an 
l-es Y, c Y,-, . To see this form the commutative diagram, n > 2, 
1 --+Yn-----+D(zc p1 ) a, D(%Cg,j - 1 
t t 
ind 
1 
inc; (23) 
1 - i?,-, - W-C,) A D(ZC,,-,) - I* 
The map qL is obtained from the quotient map CPb+l + CDb and Y,-I + V% 
by quotient fromg: S,-r/p&-, -+ S&J, . Since g(=,-l) = rrnP (use 9 E &S,), 
we have ind V,-, = (V,)p. A commutative diagram analogous to (2.3) with the 
vertical arrows given by restriction shows res V% C V,-, . 
Let arm M be the A-annihilator of a /I.-module M. 
(2.4) T HEOREM. (i) p odd. V,, = 1 andfor all 72 2 1 (0 < i < p - 2, i add) 
ann iY, = p ann iv,-, + TT(n.i)A, ~(n, i) as above. 
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(ii) p=2.V0=Vl=1andfo~alln>,2,annV,=2annV,~,+ 
T2”-“-%I. Further V, z E/WE+, E+ = symmetric elements under complex 
conjugation. 
Remark. One knows [5, 131 that V, = E/WE+ for regular primes p. 
Proof. (i) From above ind iV,-, = (iV,)p (0 < i <p - 2). This with (1.7) 
shows ann iV, 1 A,,i = (by definition) p ann iV,-, + TT(“si)A. A simple 
argument gives A/A,,i z Czi,” $(p”) C,,+, (resp. r:L: if i = 1) which has order 
pfcngi), where f (n, i) = (p” - 1)/Q - 1) (resp. (p” - I)/@ - 1) - n if i = 1). 
Secondly for odd i iV, has the same order (see proof of (1.6)). Since iv, is 
cyclic, ann iV, = A,,i . 
To prove (ii) let A, = 2 ann V,_, + TZn-‘-lA, so ann V, 1 A, and V, is a 
quotient of A/A, . Since the image of global units lies in WE+, E/WE+ is 
canonically a quotient of V, . A simple computation of the orders of E, W, E+, 
and W n Ef shows 1 El WE+ / = 22”-‘--n. But A/A, has the same order. Finally 
then 
Thus ann V, = A, and V, = E/WE+. Q.E.D. 
Let CZ(.ZC,,)- be the skew symmetric elements of CZ(ZC,,) with respect to the 
involution derived from the standard involution of ZC,, sending C0 a,cJ H 
Co aou-l, a, E 2. 
(2.5) THEOREM. The indtiction maps ind: Cl(ZC,,)- -+ CZ(ZC,,+I)- p odd, 
and ind: CZ(ZC,,) -+ CZ(ZC,,+l) aye injective. 
Proof. From the commutative diagram 
1 __f D(.qp+l) - CZ(.qp+1> ---j c@JL+,> --+ 1 
t 
ind 
t 
ind 
t 
ind 
1 - D(ZCpn) __f C@qp) - CZ(9J$J --+ 1 
and (2.1) it suffices to prove the result for the kernel group D. Further by (2.3) 
we reduce to proving ind: iV,-, -+ iV, injective (i odd) (resp. V,_, -+ V, 
injective for p = 2). 
But we know %V,-, is generated by the image of ei(l - T$?:), call it yn-r and 
ind(y,-,) = ynp. Thus there is a commutative square where the horizontal 
arrows send yn-r , or ylz, to the coset of ln, 
N 
i V, ------+ Alann i V, 
ind 
f h 
I I 
iv,-, -% A/ann iV,-, . 
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This forces Iz to be given by multiplication by p. We claim h is injective. Suppose 
for X E rl that ph E ann iVn , say pX = ph’ + P(n;?)h”, x’ E ann ivn/,-I , h” E d. 
Since pfl is a prime ideal of fl, X” = pp, ,U E fl. Xow divide 
Trcnsi) E arm iv,-, to conclude x E ann i vn-r , and so h injective. %n a very 
similar way for p = 2 one proves V,-, + V, injective. 
(2.6) THEOREM. For all p the restrictioti map C~(ZC,,+I> + @l(Z&‘,,) is 
surjective. 
PYOOJ By (2.1) and the argument similar to the first part of the proof of 
(2.5) we reduce to showing res: V, a V,-, surjective. The latter map is obtained 
by quotient from the norm N,: z~(S,/p$,) + u(S,~,/~,S,-,). This in turn is 
known to be surjective [19, Chap. V, Sect. 3, Cor. 6 ofprop. 51. 
C~RQLLARY. Assume p odd. For each odd i (0 < i < p - 2) the inaene ~~~~t 
(with respect to restriction) b, iV, z A. The inverse limit of the exact sequence 
0 4 i V, +- iD(ZCD,tl) -9% iD(ZC,n) ---f 0 is 
0 + .A + iD( co> 4 iD(o3) + 0, 
where iD(co) = &m, iD(ZCD,), odd i. Similarly for p = 2, Qm, Vn E A. 
PYOO$ Observe that the intersection of the annihilators is (0) C /I. 
3. RAY CLASS GROUPS 
In tRis section we investigate the nature of the extension (1.1), and show in 
particular that it does not split (Theorem (3.4)). First we look at ray class 
groups in Cl(ZC,,+,). Assume p odd in Section 3. 
(3.1) THEOREM. For all 0 < k < n, the map 
b,: (&/R(f& - C@X&& 
is manic. 
Remark. Kervaire-Murthy conjecture b,: Pn/R(fn) + Cl(ZC,,+r) nmonic. 
We need two elementary lemmas. 
Let /I,, fl, be orders in the @algebras A,, A, and form the fiber product 
/I, C /I, X fl, (we assume d finite) 
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Set .l’ = l”‘, x r, , where ri = a maximal order of Bi containing Ai , i = 1, 2. 
Any ideal J of the center c(r) of P can be written ,I1 x Ja ) Ji an ideal of c(r+)+ 
Letf = fx x fi be the maximal c(P) ideal such that fT C A, . 
(3.2) LEMMA. Keep the notation above. If A, is commutative and rl, is the 
maximal order of A, , then fi = ker 45, .
In the next lemma we shall consider some special fiber products obtained from 
i?qp+L . Let 4(x) = 1 + x + *.* + x+-l, #k(~) = 4(x@), 
B(k, n) = Z[x]/((x@+” - 1) ~~(~)-l) 
for 0 < k < n, and x, = image of x in B(k, B). 
(3.3) LEMMA. The p-torsion subgroup of u(B(k, n)) = (~3. 
Proof. Note if k = n, then B(k, n) = ZC,, and the lemma reduces to 
Higman’s theorem [8]. For general k we use induction on n, R. = 0 being 
obviously true. Assume it true for B(k, n -- l), n 2 1. We take k < n. One can 
prove there is a fiber product 
in which x, = (We , x,-J. By induction an element of p-tor u(B(k, n)) has 
the form (w,“, x:-r) E S, x B(k, n - 1). Further +r(wma) = +a(~~-~) implies 
dn4 = 1 mod pnt. Now nnt is generated by h(q) where h(x) = (xp” - l)/&(s). 
A direct computation shows t = p” -- pk+r + p’, for 0 < k < n - 1. It finally 
followstbatn~bmodp~ifO~k~n-2andarbmodpn-1ifk=n-1,so 
@Jna, 4.J = (%@, x:-1> = xsa. Q.E.D. 
Proof of (3.1) From (1.1) it s&ices to prove b, restricted to (~~~~(~~))- is 
manic. Form the fiber product 
where the lower right term is determined by (3.2). The Mayer-Vietoris sequence 
u(Sk) x @(k, 4) - G%!fk) -+ WfCpm+J - WV, 4) -+ 1 
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17bCFI?JI$IO~. A prime p is proper@ @peg&r if p divid,es the class number of 
F0 ? but not the class number of the maximal real subfield of Z;h . (All irregular 
primes < 30,000 are properly irregular by calculations of Johnson j12j). 
We review some results of Xwasawa on cyclotomic fields. Yote the &3ylow 
subgroup C&3,), of C&Q is a ~~~-modu~e. 
Proof. Fix n and recalf that the conductor f = (j$ of 9% in ZCD,lr is given 
by fk = pn-kp,S, , 0 < k 4 n. W e s h ow how Iwasawa% results imply (for 
p ! B,.J the sequence 
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and the isomorphism arises from (a) mod R(j,.) ---f a modf, where we may 
assume ck(u -- 1) 3 1. 
From facts I and II above, for each 0 < /z < n and each i with p j Bn-.i , there 
is an element c CI i(lk/Pk)r, of order p and a class in i(PkiR(fk)) represented by 
(a) with zk(a - 1) < qz(ppU) and ~(a - 1) 71 i mod p -- 1. Elementary 
calculations with the binomial theorem imply the order of (a) in %(S,/j,), is an 
integral multiple of pn-lt. In fact all inverse images of class c in (3.5) have order at 
leastpn k. l, hence (3.5) is not split for 0 < k < M - 1. Finally use (3.1) and (3.5) 
with /z :- 0 to show (3.4) not split. 
COROLLARY. Assume p is properly irrg&r. If iCl(S,), , 0 :< k < n, has 
exponent p”“, then exp iCl(ZC~,+l), is a multiple of pn-k I+. 
Remark. Gustafson [7] gives examples of orders in quadratic number fields 
where (1.1) is not split. 
As an cxamplc we compute X’Z(.ZCD,)r, (0 < i < p - 2) for odd p, p < 30,000, 
using the computations of [12]. 
Case I. i =: I. V/(.XPz), : 1. 
Case 2. i odd. 3 .< i < p - 2. The sequence 
1 -> qzc,,) + “CZ(ZCP,), --+ q+%R>, --f 1 
becomes 
1 -’ c, -+ cy, x cp2 --, c, x cp2 + 1 if PI Bp-i9 
1 + c, --z c, -, 1 if pTB,-i. 
Case 3. i even. 
iCl(K’v2)p _I= iD(ZC,z) = Cp if pIRi 
:= 1 if ,p { Ri . 
We conclude with a calculation by generators and relations of D(ZC,,). This 
will give a countercxample to Galovich’s assertion [5, 61 on the structure of 
D(ZC+- as an Abelian group (D =-= D- since 3 is a regular prime). Friihlich [3] 
has determined the order of D(ZG)- f or any Abclian p-group, p an odd prime. 
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'J‘tie group C8? is the smallest countercxample since Gai~nkh’s assertion is 
correct for cyclic groups of order up to p4. 
in the exact scquencc 
A, - !?,)((I -- 37ro)), 
.E, -7 h,((l -. 7,s))’ n; = &((I : 37;,)), 33, ::-. b,((l : 337,“)), 
K, -.. k((l X2’)), j =: 5, 7, 11, 13, 17. 
B, /I,((1 3& IS)), j I= 19, 23, 25. 
\Ve WC‘ the description 
where !TJ$ is the 3-adic completion of %12, to reduce the number of generators b\- 
factoring out u(Z~:,C’~,). Let aj = : 1 ! 3(m 1)2j-1 E u(Z~C,,~ where *,‘cJ’. =. CR, 
WC have the following equations in /I: N, =- .-I,B,E’,, , ‘Y? I~&, , CL: - I:‘,:: . 
Nj .-= .7:‘,, ‘J‘o see that x1 = R&, , note $’ 3 ~7 0 mod 7ii imp!& 
(1 3V,9) -- (1 : i;,‘) “(1 - 3r,7) 1ru,ci -“7 “Y’ 
‘I’hereforc in fl WC’ have bB( 1 -‘. 3rz3) = I& and CY~ == R,i:‘,, 
Thus n is generated by tight elements as claimed. Using (3.1) for a convenient 
set of yzncrators, we have made this t!;pc of calculation for some other cyclic 
$-groups: but the general pattern is not clear-. 
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